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** Source: INSO. 

In June, the level of conflict hostilities in eastern Ukraine dropped 
for the first time in 2021. The number of security incidents 
recorded was below 450, as opposed to a monthly average of 540 
previously. However, shelling was reported near a kindergarten in 
Marinka (Donetska oblast, GCA), prompting the evacuation of 
dozens of children to the bomb shelter.1 While no casualties were 
reported, such an incident is a stark reminder of the fatal risks 
conflict-affected people are exposed to on a daily basis. Meanwhile, 
the nationwide COVID-19 infection and hospitalization rate has 
declined since May, which is distinctive for the summer period.

1. As reported by Marinka Civil-Military Administration.
2. From 22 to 6 per cent in Donetska oblast and from 11 to 3 per cent in Luhanska oblast.
3. REACH, ‘Health Perception Assessment’, April 2021.
4. IOM, OCHA, OHCHR and UNICEF, in addition to UNHCR which had previously received an agreement to operate in Luhanska 
oblast (NGCA).

1. Only incidents incurring physical damage to the facilities are counted.
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NUMBER AND LOCATION OF SECURITY INCIDENTS
(JUNE 2021)

INCIDENTS AGAINST INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

CIVILIAN CASUALTIES 

NUMBER OF SECURITY INCIDENTS BY MONTH 
(JUNE 2020 – JUNE 2021)** 

2021 HRP: REQUIREMENTS AND FUNDING*

During April/May 2021, the Ukraine Humanitarian Fund (UHF) allocated 
$1.7 million to support conflict-affected children living in NGCA in the areas 
of education, child protection and mine action and, in GCA, to improve 
access to critical services of people living in isolated frontline communities. 
Five projects from five partners have been endorsed for funding.

2021 POOLED FUND ALLOCATIONS

Creation date: 8 July 2021      Sources: OCHA, OHCHR, 2021 HRP, INSO, FTS, Clusters      Feedback: ochaukraine@un.org     www.unocha.org     www.reliefweb.int
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The Government-controlled area (GCA) of Donetska and Luhanska 
oblast saw a decrease of new COVID-19 cases by 86 and 81 per 
cent, respectively, compared to May. The monthly retrospective PCR 
test positivity rate also dropped considerably.2 Despite the 
improvement, the situation remains fragile as the cumulative 
negative effects of the conflict – exacerbated by COVID-19 – have 
taken its toll on the healthcare systems and people’s ability to 
access and afford healthcare. Four in 10 people reported reducing 
visits to seek specialized health services due to fear of contracting 
the virus and overwhelmed healthcare providers. Half of the 
population, especially among rural women in Luhanska oblast, 
reported sacrificing basic needs to afford healthcare.3 Several 
sub-standard components of the healthcare systems, e.g lack of 
case management capacity and protocol as well as inadequate 
infection prevention and control measures, must be addressed now 
in anticipation of a possible surge of cases in the autumn months.

Four additional UN entities4 received an agreement to carry out 
humanitarian activities in the non-Government-controlled areas 
(NGCA) of Luhanska oblast, after several months of waiting. This 
positive development is expected to contribute to improved access 
to people in need in NGCA over the coming months. The HCT is also 
strengthening the efforts to mobilize additional resources to 
address urgent unmet needs, in both side of the contact-line, for the 
remainder of 2021.
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